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Isomerization and Fragmentation of Methyl
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The rearrangement of the molecular ions of the isomeric 2- and fmethyl benzofurans (1 and 2), 2H-chromene (3)
and 4H-chromene (4) has been studied as a further example of the isomerization of oxygen-heteroaromatic radical
cations via a ring expansionlring contraction mechanism well documented for molecular ions of alkyl benzenes. The
ions 1+'-4+' fragment mainly by H loss into identical chromylium ions a. The process exhibits consistently a large
kinetic energy release and an isotope effect k,/k,, which arise from a rate-determining energy barrier of the last
dissociation step. Differences of the kinetic energy releases, the isotope effects and the appearance energies of the
methyl benzofuran ions and the chromene ions indicate a large energy barrier also for the initial hydrogen migration during the rearrangement of the methyl benzofuran ions. This is substantiated by an MNDO calculation of the
minimum energy reaction path. In contrast to the hehaviour of alkyl benzene ions, a unidirectional isomerization of
the methyl henzofuran ions by ring expansion takes place hut no mutual interconversion of the molecular ions of
methyl benzofurans and chromenes.

INTRODUCTION
The mass spectra of aromatic compounds have
attracted considerable interest in connection with the
analytical application of mass spectrometry to this
important class of compounds and because of the interesting gas-phase ion chemistry of aromatic ions.' The
mutual interconversion of the molecular ions of toluene
and cycloheptatriene and the related isomerizations of
the molecular ions of isomeric alkylbenzenes are very
likely to be the most popular examples of skeletal
rearrangements of organic ions. The mechanisms of
these rearrangements have been studied in great detail
by a variety of mass spectrometric and computational
techniques.'
Many natural compounds belong to the important
subgroup of heteroaromatic compounds, and heteroarenes are of widespread use for pharmaceutical and
technical purposes. Consequently the electron impact
(EI) mass spectra of many heteroaromatic substances
have been collected and commented upon.3 In spite of
this the exact mechanisms of the mass spectral fragmentations of these compounds are not well known. Usually
it is postulated that the unimolecular fragmentations of
heteroaromatic ions follow closely the mechanisms of
the corresponding benzene ions.laPb In particular it is
assumed that a mutual interconversion of the molecular
ions of isomeric alkyl heteroarenes with five- and sixmembered rings occurs by ring expansion/ring contraction processes in close analogy to the isomerization of
toluene and cycloheptatriene ions. However, the 70 eV
mass spectra of the positional isomers of alkyl heteroarenes are usually more different from those of isomeric
alkyl benzenes, contradicting the postulated equili0030493X/89/010047-08 $05.00
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bration of isomeric molecular ions. The 70 eV mass
spectra of methylated furans, for example, exhibit an
increasing intensity of the acetyl cation at m/z 43 with
the number of methyl substituents at the a-p~sition.~
Clearly a more detailed study of the gas-phase ion
chemistry of heteroaromatic ions related to alkyl
benzene ions is needed to understand the analogies and
differences in the mass spectrometric behaviour of these
compounds.
The gas-phase reactions of the molecular ions and of
the protonated molecules, respectively, of methylated
furans, the isomeric pyrans and of some linear isomers
have been studied r e ~ e n t l y . ~Although
.~
the results
prove clearly the occurrence of isomerization reactions
they show that no equilibration takes place between the
isomeric ions of the furan and pyran series before the
fragmentation, in contrast to the equilibrating system of
toluene and cycloheptatriene ions. The loss of a hydrogen atom from metastable molecular ions [C,H60] +'
of 2- and 3-methyl furan and 4H-pyran gives rise to
broad flat-topped peaks in the mass-analysed ion
kinetic energy (MIKE) s p e ~ t r a , 'again
~
contrasting the
behaviour of the alkyl benzene ions. Furthermore, an
isotope effect is observed for the H/D-exchange within
deuterated metastable methyl furan ions, and apparently only minor H/D-migrations occur in metastable
2,5-dideutero-4H-pyran ions prior to decomp~sition.~~
Obviously the potential energy surfaces of the isomerization and fragmentation reactions of these heteroaromatic ions are distinctly different from that of alkyl
benzene ions, in spite of a similar formal description of
the reaction mechanisms in both cases.
The lack of extensive hydrogen migrations within the
molecular ions of 4H-pyrans is derived from the preferred loss of H from the metastable 2,5-dideutero-4HReceived 25 April 1988
Accepted (revised) 30 June 1988
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pyran ions and corroborated by the nearly specific loss
of H and CH, , respectively, from metastable 3-methyland 4-methyl-4H-pyran ions. This behaviour is especially intriguing in view of the complete exchange
(‘scrambling’) of H- and D-atoms in the deuterated
methyl furan ions. Unfortunately, this effect cannot be
studied in detail because of the thermal instability of the
unsubstituted 4H- and 2H-pyran complicating the synthesis of deuterated derivatives. However, the corresponding benzo derivatives, i.e. 2H- and 4H-chromene,
are well-known stable compounds. Hence we extended
our studies of the gas-phase reactions of heteroaromatic
ions to the molecular ions of 2H- and 4H-chromene and
of the isomeric 2-methyl and 3-methyl benzofuran.
The 70 eV mass spectra of 2H- and 4H-chromene, of
benzofuran and of its alkylated derivatives and some
related compounds have been reported p rev i~u s lyIt
.~is
obvious from these spectra that excessive rearrangements accompany the unimolecular fragmentations of
the corresponding molecular ions; a typical example is
the loss of CO from the 2,3-dimethyl benzofuran
Another common feature of these mass spectra is the
tendency to form [C,H,O]+ ions which are apparently
benzopyrylium (‘chromylium’) ions. An interesting
example is the ring contraction of the 2,3-dihydrobenions give
The formation of [C,H,O]
zoxepin
rise to abundant losses of an H-atom from the molecular ions of the isomeric chromenes and methyl benzofurans. In this paper we report the results of a detailed
study of this latter reaction. We will show that the
anticipated chromylium ions are indeed formed by
rearrangement reactions of the molecular ions, but that
the relative activation energies and rates of the competing rearrangements and fragmentations are different
from the comparable carba system.
+

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 70 eV mass spectra of 2-methyl benzofuran (l),3methylbenzofuran (2), 2H-chromene (3) and 4Hchromene (4) (Scheme 1) are very similar, as noted
b e f ~ r e . ’ lThe
~ , ~ base peak is due to the [M - H I + ions
[C,H,O]+, m / z 131, and besides the molecular ions
(45-90% relative intensity) characteristic fragment ions
are only observed at m/z 103 [M - CHO]’, 10-25%
relative intensity) and m/z 77 ([C,H,]+, 15-25% relative intensity). The structure of a chromylium ion a is
assigned to the [C,H,O]
ions, but the formation of
+

CH,
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b
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Table 1. CA spectra of [C9H,01+ ions from
1-4
mlz

1

2

3

4

103
102
101
89
88
87
86
77
76
75
74
73
64
63
62
61
60
53
52
51
50
49
39
38
37
36
29
28
27
26

(13.2)
11.0
6.6
0.9
1.o
0.8
0.7
18.8
9.6
5.6
4.2
1.5
1.8
4.9
4.1
1.9
0.5
0.9
2.3
8.0
6.7
2.2
2.0
1.4
1.o
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.3

(14.9)
15.1
7.5
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.8
15.8
9.9
6.6
4.8
0.5
1.3
3.9
3.8
2.1
0.5
0.9
2.1
7.3
6.1
2.7
1.7
1.7
1.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.5

(17.6)
12.6
7.7
1.1
1.1
0.8
0.8
18.7
9.9
5.8
4.2
0.4
1.6
4.5
3.5
2.0
0.4
0.7
2.4
7.4
5.9
2.3
1.9
1.3
1.1
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.4

(18.8)
12.4
5.9
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
17.9
8.8
6.3
5.1
1.o
1.9
4.9
3.9
2.4
0.5
0.7
2.7
7.7
6.9
2.6
1.7
1.6
1.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.6
0.3

SI Values

1
2
3
4

1

2

3

4

0

46
0

47
50
0

25
32
51
0

2-methene benzofuranyi ions b and 3-methene benzofuranyl ions c, respectively, cannot be excluded a priori for
1 and 27a (Scheme 1). In this connection it should be
noted that the loss of H occurs Zess readily from the
methyl benzofuran ions (M/[M -*HI 1: 0, 82; 2: 0, 75;
3: 0, 36; 4: 0,46).
The structure of the product ions [C9H70]+ from
1-4 has been investigated by two methods. Firstly the
collisional activation (CA) spectra of the [C,H,O]
ions are very similar (Table 1). Small differences are
observed for the relative abundances of the fragment
ions at m / z 103, 102 and 77. The loss of C O (m/z 103) is
by far the main spontaneous fragmentation of the
[C,H,O]’ ions and the intensity differences in the CA
spectra are very likely due to different contributions of
this spontaneous reaction. The small differences of the
relative abundances of ions at m / z 102 and 77 do not
correlate with the different C-skeleton of the parent
ions, but the extreme values occur with the two benzofurans 1 and 2. A more objective comparison of CA
spectra differing only in peak intensities is possible by
using similarity indices @I).* In the present case the
similarity indices of the CA spectra are below 51, which
+
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Table 2. ZE/kJ mol-', AE/kJ mol-' and AH,/kJ mol-' for 1-4
AH,(neutral)
AH,(ion)
IE"
IEb
A€( [CsH701+)
AH,([C,H,O]+) + & *
AHf([C,H70]+)co,,
a

1

2

3

4

a

b

C

-27
770
797
808
1145
954
928

-29
775
804
815
1124
935
909

-21
770
791
783
988
791
765

-27
775
802
799
1008
817
791

-

-

-

716

808

800

Calculated by MNDO.
Experimental.

indicates for this class of ions indistinguishable spectra
and hence identical structures (or mixtures) for the
[C9H70] ions.'
Secondly, the appearance energies (AE) of the
[C,H,O] + ions from 1-4, respectively, have been determined by the semilog-plot method using modified
in~trumentation.~~
The values obtained are presented in
Table 2, together with the experimental ionization
energy (ZE) of 1-4 and some relevant thermochemical
data. The AEs determined by the semilog method are
reproducible to about 0.1 eV but the values obtained by
this technique are usually too large because of systematic errors. However, in the present case the AEs are
used only to differentiate between the strctures a, b and
c of the [C9H70]+ product ions, and it is sufficient to
show that the experimental AH,([C,H,O] +) falls below
the values calculated for the energy-rich isomers b and c
(see Fig. 1). The heats of formation AH, of 1-4 are
needed and have been calculated by the MNDO
method." It is known that a calculation of AH, by
MNDO may include systematic errors.12 In the present
case the stability of the six-membered heterocycles is
very likely exaggerated by the MNDO rneth~d.~".'To
test the reliability of the AH, values calculated by
MNDO, the ionization energies (IEs) of 1-4 have also
been obtained by MNDO via the differences of the
AH,s of the molecular ions and the neutral molecules.
The results (Table 2) agree reasonably well with the
experimental ZE. Hence the same systematic error
occurs obviously in the calculations of the AH,s of the
ions and the neutrals, and the MNDO values can be
used in the present discussion of relative energies with
some confidence.
The AEs are related to the AHX[C,H,O]+) by the
following equation :
+

''

AE = AHf([C9H70]+)

+ AH,(H) - AHf(C9H80)+ E*

Using AH,(H') = 218 kJ mol-' l 3 and the AH,-(C9H80)
obtained by MNDO, (AH,([C,H,O]+) + E * ) has been
calculated (Table 2). The magnitude of the total excess
internal energy E* of the fragment ions is not known,
but a mean kinetic energy release (KER) of 26 k 3 kJ
mol-' is measured for the loss of H from 1+'-4+' (see
below). Taking this KER into account a
AHd[C,H,O]+) < 764 and G790 kJ mol-', respectively, is obtained for 3 and 4. This upper limit of
AHd[C,H,O]+) is below the values estimated for the
methene benzofuranyl cations b and c. Even accounting
for the experimental and computational errors of the

AH, values, this is only in accord with a chromylium
structure a for the product ions; at least for 3 but very
likely also for 4. The AH,([C,H,O]+) < 927 and G908
kJ mol-', respectively, for 1 and 2 is compatible with
the formation of chromylium ions a and the methene
benzofuranyl cations b and c. However, identical
[C9H70]+ ions are formed by 1-4, as evidenced by
identical CA spectra, hence these productions
[C9H70]' correspond to chromylium ions a for all
compounds.
The formation of chromylium ions a from the methyl
benzofurans 1 and 2 requires a rearrangement of the
molecular ions into a chromene radical cation before
the loss of H.14 For metastable 1+' and 2+', respectively, this reaction gives rise to broad and nearly flattopped peaks in the MIKE spectra and the KER values
obtained from the peak width at 50% intensity (T50) are
shown in Table 3. This observation as well as the larger
AEs for the [C9H70] ions from 1 and 2 would agree
with a reaction energy determining rearrangement step
preceding the elimination of H and giving rise to a
reverse critical energy. However, broad and flat-topped
peaks and similar KERs (Table 3) are observed also for
the loss of H from the metastable chromene ions 3"
and 4". The origin of the KER is therefore not an
energy barrier of the rearrangement but a reverse activation energy of the last dissociation step. The same
situation has been observed for the elimination of
H from the molecular ions of methyl furans and 4H~ y r a n respectively,
,~~
and in fact, the KERs for these
latter processes are very similar to those observed here.
Further examples for a large and non-statistical KER
accompanying a direct bond cleavage are the losses of
CH, from metastable molecular ions of tetramethyl 4Hand 2H-pyran'" and of 2,2-dimethyl ~hromene.'~It
appears that in all these cases the geometry within the
rings of the parent ions and of the fragment ions,
respectively, is very different, and that this difference
provokes the reverse activation barrier of the direct
bond dissociation. The geometries of the molecular ions
of 1-4 and of the [C9H,0]+ ions are shown in Fig. 1.
The effect of the different bond lengths within the oxy+

Table 3. Kinetic energy release for the
elimination of H from 1+'-4+'
T,, (kJ mol-')

1

2

3

4

28

39

25

23
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Table 4. CA spectra of 1+'-4"'

1".

2 +*

770

775

3+'

4+*
775

770

"FH2

b

c

aoa

800

numbers below formulae

( ore A H t

$nkJ.mol~'

)

mi2

1

131
104
103
102
89
88
87
86
78
77
76
75
74
64
63
62
61
52
51
50
49
43
39
38
37
28
27

(248)
4.7
11.3
10.2
2.3
2.3
1.2
1.2
5.8
15.0
3.5
2.3
1.2
2.3
5.8
4.7
2.3
2.3
6.9
4.7
2.3
2.3
2.3
1.2
1.2
0.3
0.2

0

2

716

3
ions and [C,H,O]+

4

(234)
7.0
13.6
10.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
3.5
12.4
7.0
3.5
3.5
2.3
4.7
3.5
2.3
2.3
5.8
4.7
2.3
__
2.3
2.3
1.2
0.4
0.2

(376)
7.1
12.6
10.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
4.7
12.6
7.1
2.4
2.4
2.4
4.7
3.5
1.2
3.5
7.0
4.7
2.4

(426)
7.1
12.5
10.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
4.7
13.7
7.1
3.5
3.5
1.2
3.5
3.5
1.2
3.5
7.1
4.7
2.4

-

2.4
1.2
1.2
0.3
0.2

2.4
1.2
1.2
0.4
0.3

SI values (neglecting signal a t m/z 43)

1

Figure 1. Geometry (MNDO) of [C,H,O]+'

3

2

4

1

2

3

4

0

63
0

51
33
0

67
38
24
0

ions.

any case a complete mutual interconversion of the
[C,H,O] +'ions is excluded, since ions with a 2-methyl
genated rings of the chromene parent ions and the
benzofuran structure (1) are not formed by 2+'-4+'.
chromylium fragment ions is clearly seen.
Neglecting the peak at m/z 43, the CA spectrum of 1+'
Following from this explanation for the large KER
is again very similar to the other ones (SI values N 60,
during the formation of the chromylium ion a from
Table 4). We suggest therefore that some of the methyl
1 + ' 4 + ' , the increase of the AEs of this process for 1"
benzofuran ions 1" and 2+' retain their structure (or
and 2+' must be due to a large kinetic shift and a slow
fragment via ring-opened isomers), but that there is a
and entropically unfavourable rearrangement preceding
unidirectional isomerization of the benzofuran ions into
the loss of H. A fraction of the non-fixed excess energy
chromene ions preceding the elimination of H and most
of the rearranged ions appears as some additional
of the other fragmentation reactions. This is corrobortranslational energy of the fragments, giving rise to
ated by the results of labelling experiments.
further peak broadening in the MIKE spectra and modThe formulae of the deuterated analogues of 1 4 are
erately larger KERs for 1" and 2".
shown in Scheme 2. The MIKE spectrum of each of
The loss of the structural integrity of 1 + ' 4 + ' by posthese deuterated molecular ions (Table 5) exhibits large
sible mutual interconversion has been further tested by
signals for the losses of H and D, and a small peak for
the CA spectra of the molecular ions. Ions of a longer
the elimination of CO.
life-time are sampled by this technique and any isomerThere are two significant observations. The first one
ization reactions may have proceeded until equiliis the loss of H and D from all metastable deuterated
bration. In fact, the CA spectra of the [C9HsO]+' ions
2 + ' 4 + ' cannot be distingushed within the limits of
molecular ions. Nearly equal amounts of H and D are
error as indicated by the SI values <50 (Table 4).
lost from the trideuteromethyl benzofurans l a and 2a. A
direct dissociation of one of the H atoms at the aroHowever, the CA spectrum of the molecular ion of 2matic rings is very unfavourable, hence the abundant
methyl benzofuran (1) contains a small but unique peak
losses of H from these molecular ions indicate considerat m/z 43 of [CH,CO]' ions, which is typically of a
2-methyl furan unit in the molecular i ~ n and
~ which
~ v ~ ~able rearrangement at least by H/D migration if not by
skeletal isomerization. H/D migrations are also recogare also observed in the 70 eV mass spectra.
nized from the MIKE spectra of 3a and 4a, which expel
There are several explanations for this result, but in
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2b

20

la

03;cxJD
3b

3a

3d

8
La

Lb
Scheme 2

Table 5. Intensity ratio for the loss of H and D and
isotope effect in the MIKE and CA spectra
of deuterated molecular ions
MIKE

Compound

la

2a
2b
3a
3b
3c
3d
4%
4b

-H

-0

52
55
91
82
94
94
93
83
94

48
45
9
18
6
6
7
17
6

isotope effect k d k D is clearly sensitive to the excess
energy of the ions studied. This is illustrated by the
isotope effects calculated from the losses of H and D in
the CA spectra of deuterated molecular ions (Table 5).
An average value 2.6 & 0.4 of the isotope effect is
obtained without any separation between methyl benzofuran ions and chromene ions.16 The formation of
[C9H80]+' with extra internal energy from 1 and 2 has
been inferred already from the increased KER during
the elimination of H and the larger AEs of the
[M - H]+ ions. Thus, the results obtained by different
mass spectroscopic techniques are in excellent agreement and point convincingly to some specific features of
the reaction energy profile of the isomerizations and
fragmentations of methyl benzofuran ions and chromene ions. The KER and the isotope effect manifest a
large critical energy barrier for the elimination of H
from the 2H- and 4H-chromene ions while the unidirectional isomerization of the methyl benzofuran ions and
the formation of chemically activated [C9H,0] +'ions
demonstrate that the critical energy of at least the
rearrangement steps is similar to the barrier of the final
fragmentation.
The minimum energy reaction path (MERP) for the
interconversion and fragmentation of 1+'-4+' has been
calculated by MNDO. For convenience this MERP is
shown in two parts in Fig. 2(a) and (b). These two
MERPs are linked to each other by the 3H-chromene
ion f which is the intermediate for the mutual interconversion of the 2H- and 4H-chromene ions 3" and 4"
by consecutive 1,2-H-shifts.17 The MNDO method is
known to give frequently to large values for the potential energy of transition states of H-migrations."
Indeed, the calculated critical energies for the loss of H
from 3+' and 4+', respectively, of 264 and 251 kJ mol-'
exceed the experimental (AE - I E ) values of 205 and
209 kJ mol-I, which can be regarded as the upper limit
for the critical energies. Hence the quantitative aspects
of the MERPs should not be overestimated. Nevertheless, qualitatively the calculated MERPs are in accord
with the experimental facts. The main details are a very
large critical energy (360 and 330 kJ mol-',
respectively) for the direct elimination of H from the
methyl benzofuran ions 1" and 2+', creating the
corresponding methene benzofuranyl cations b and c.
Consequently the rearrangement path of 1" and 2"
into the 3H-chromene ion f is favoured by about
100 kJ mol-'.
The MERP of the rearrangements of 1" and 2" has
been formulated in close analogy to the toluene ion/
cycloheptatriene ion isomerizationzh9jsk
and consists of a
1,2-H shift from the methyl group on to the furan ring
(ion d and d'), ring closure to a cyclopropano benzofuran structure (ion e) and eventually cleavage of the bond
at the basis of the cyclopropane unit generating the 3Hchromene ion f. The highest activation energy barrier
along this rearrangement route is calculated for the
initial 1,2-H shift. These barriers are only 10-20 kJ
mol-' below those of the fragmentations of the chromene ions." This fits very well with the observation of
a unidirectional isomerization of the methyl benzofuran
ions. The transition state for the initial 1,2-H shift is
'tight', including a restriction of the free rotation of the
methyl group. Consequently [CgH@]+' ions from 1

d DQoD
'
3c

k,/k,

3.2
3.7
3.4
4.6
5.2
5.2
4.4

4.9
5.2

-H

CA
-D

46
46
89
69
88
89
87
76
90

54
54
11
31
12
11
13
24
10

k,lk,

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.2
2.4
2.7
2.2
3.2
3.0

mainly an H atom instead of a D atom from the 2- and
4-position, respectively, expected in the case of a direct
formation of the chromylium ion. Finally, the ratio for
the loss of H and D from 3b+' and 3d" is identical
within the limits of error, excluding any H/D-exchange
between the positions at the oxygenated ring and the
benzo group. Thus all hydrogen atoms of the methyl
group and at the oxygenated ring, but not of the benzo
group, take part in the elimination of H. This is only
possible by excessive rearrangements within the heterocyclic moiety of the ions.
The second important observation is the large isotope
effect for the loss of D from all metastable deuterated
ions. This follows from the large deviations of the
experimental ratio [M - H] :[M - D] (Table 5) from
the statistical distribution of H and D atoms (excluding
the 4 H atoms at the benzo group, see above). These
deviations are not due to the elimination of a unique H
or D atom, which is most easily seen by the results from
the 'inverse' isotopomers 2a and 2b, both exhibiting a
discrimination for the loss of D. Isotope effects k d k D of
3.5 & 0.3 and 4.9 It 0.5, respectively, have been calculated for the fragmentation of the methyl benzofuran
ions and the chromene ions (Table 5). Note that the
isotope effects are distinctly smaller for metastable
methyl benzofuran ions. This can be assigned to a larger
mean internal energy of the fragmenting [C,H,O] +'
ions derived from 1 and 2. Obviously these [C,H,O]+'
ions correspond to chromene ions chemically activated
by the skeletal rearrangement of 1+' and 2". The

51
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I+'

3"

1105

1018

;

&I
c*H'
I

I

I

775

2+'

e

775

L+'

Figure 2. MERP (MNDO) for the isomerization and fragmentation of (a) 1+ * a n d 3+',and (b) 2+'and 4+'.

and 2 with some excess energy select the forward reaction and eventually fragment into chromylium ions a
and H. In the meantime they can explore the different
wells of the MERPs, which results in extensive shuMing
of the H atoms within the heterocyclic part of these
ions.

CONCLUSION

The results of the present study of the mass spectral
reactions of the molecular ions of the methyl benzofurans 1 and 2, and the chromenes 3 and 4, reveal a close
resemblance to the reactions of methyl furan ions and
One observes a fragmentation of the
pyran
ionized methyl furan compounds into stable pyrylium
ions by a skeletal rearrangement for both systems supporting the usually assumed ring enlargement of alkylated heteroaromatic ions. However, these arrangements
occur unidirectionally and no ring contraction into
methylated five-membered heterocyclic structures is
detected. An extensive H/D-exchange occurs within the
heterocyclic part of the molecular ions of methyl benzo-

furans and chromenes, albeit with a large isotope effect
particularly in the case of the latter ions. While this
concurs with the behaviour of the methyl furan ionssa it
is not obvious from this result whether an H/Dexchange is actually absent in deuterated 4H-pyran ions
or whether this is simulated by an especially large
isotope effect for the pyran ions. In any case, the large
isotope effects measured for the H/D-exchange within
chromene ions indicate distinct energy barriers for the
1,ZH-shifts within an ionized pyran moiety, comparable to those of the fragmentations.
The fast equilibration of toluene ions and cycloheptatriene ions is well established and the mutual
interconversion of the molecular ions of other alkylated
benzene ions and cycloheptatriene ions has been
demonstrated.' The oxygenated heteroaromatic molecular ions differ clearly from these carba compounds by
the unidirectional isomerization of the ions containing a
methyl furan unit. The experimental results and the
MNDO calculation of the reaction energy profiles
reveal that the source of this different behaviour of the
heteroaromatic ions is a distinct barrier for the 1,2-H
shift from the methyl substituent on to the heteroaromatic ring. In conjunction with the restrained H-
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shifts within the oxygenated rings it appears therefore
that the main difference between the carbocyclic and
heterocyclic aromatic molecular ions is a reduced tendency for hydrogen migrations within the latter ions so
that 'direct' fragmentations from the original structures
are also observed in the mass spectra.

EXPERIMENTAL
Mass spectrometry
The EI mass spectra were measured with a doublefocusing mass spectrometer MAT 311A in combination
with a MAT SS 200 data system, using the following
conditions: electron energy 70 eV, emitter current 3 mA,
acceleration voltage 3 kV, mass resolution about 1000,
ion source temperature about 180"C, and sample introduction by a direct probe inlet system.
The MIKE and CA spectra were obtained with a
double-focusing mass spectrometer VG ZAB 2F and
the following experimental conditions: electron energy
70 eV, electron trap current 50 PA, acceleration voltage
6 kV, mass resolution about 1000, ion source temperature <200"C, sample introduction by a direct
probe inlet system. The reactions of metastable ions
were studied by focusing magnetically the relevant ion
into the second field-free region (2nd FFR) and scanning the electrostatic field. The CA spectra were
obtained by the same routine and introducing He into
the collision cell of the second field-free region (2nd
FFR) at such a rate that the intensity of the main ion
beam was cut down to 30-50%. The ionization energies
and appearance energies were measured with a modified
VG MM 12 mass spectrometer described elsewhere5"
using the semilog-plot method."
Compounds
For the details of the synthesis of the methyl benzofurans and chromenes and their deuterated derivatives see
Ref. 9. The compounds were chromatographically pure,
and their structure has been verified by 'H nuclear
magnetic resonance.
2-Methyl benzofuran (1) was synthesized from
benzofuran-2-carboxylic acid2' in analogy to the
method of D. I. Rawson.21
2-Trideuteromethyl benzofuran (la) was prepared
correspondingly by using LiAID, . Deuterium content
2 95% (by mass spectrometry).
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3-Methyl benzofuran (2) was obtained as described in
the literature.22
3-Trideuteromethyl benzofuran (2a) was prepared
from benzofuran-3-carboxylic acid2j by reduction with
LiAlD, .22 Deuterium content 295% (by mass
spectrometry).
2-Deutero-3-methyl benzofuran (2b) was synthesized
by treatment of a solution of 2-bromo-3-methyl
b e n ~ o f u r a nin~ ~dry diethyl ether at - 70 "C with an
equimolar amount of Butyl-Li followed by addition of
D 2 0 . Deuterium content 2 98 (by mass spectrometry).
2H-chromene (3) was prepared by CuS0,-catalysed
dehydration of 4-chroman01.~'
2,2-Dideutero-2H-chromene (3a) was obtained in low
yield from coumarin by reduction with LiAlD, . Deuterium content 2 95% (by mass spectrometry).
3-Deutero-2H-chromene (3b) was made by treatment
of a solution of chroman-Cone in THF with dry
K2C03/D20, reduction of the resulting 3,3-dideutero
chroman-4-one with LiAlH, and dehydration of the
3,3-dideutero chroman-4-01 by heating with CuSO, .
Deuterium content 1:90% (by mass spectrometry).
4-Deutero-2H-chromene (3e) was obtained by dehydration of 4-deutero chroman-4-01 (from chroman-4-on
with LiAlD,). Deuterium content 3 95% (by mass
spectrometry).
3,6,8-Trideutero-2H-chromene(3d) was synthesized
from 3,6,8,-trideutero coumarin (H/D-exchange of coumarin in a solution of 10% NaOD/D,O) analogous to
3. Deuterium content N 90% (by mass spectrometry).
4H-chromen (4) was prepared from chroman-2-one
(H2/Ni-hydrogenation of coumarin) by reduction with
LiAlH(0-tert-C,H,), to chroman-2-01~~
followed by
dehydration.
4,4-Dideutero-4H-chromene (4a) was prepared from
o-methoxy-a,a-dideutero benzyl malonic acid diethyl
ester with HBr/acetic acid yielding 4,4-dideutero
chroman-Zone followed by reduction and dehydration.
Deuterium content B 95% (by mass spectrometry).
2-Deutero-4H-chromene (4b) was obtained by the
same method as the parent compound (4) but by using
LiAlD(tert-C,H,), . Deuterium content B 95% (by mass
spectrometry).
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